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Common types of engineering materials include metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites. Among these, composite

materials are often a better alternative for traditional materials, such as metals, ceramics, and polymers due to their light

weight, corrosion resistance, high strength and stiffness, ability to withstand high temperatures, and simple manufacturing

process. Composite structures are used in a range of different industries from aerospace, marine, aviation, transport, and

sports/leisure to civil engineering. For example, advanced composite materials have been used in different structures

regarding the above industries, such as rotor blades, aircraft main body, and wing skins.
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1. Composite Structures

Common types of engineering materials include metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites. Among these, composite

materials are often a better alternative for traditional materials, such as metals, ceramics, and polymers due to their light

weight, corrosion resistance, high strength and stiffness, ability to withstand high temperatures, and simple manufacturing

process . Composite structures are used in a range of different industries from aerospace, marine, aviation, transport,

and sports/leisure to civil engineering. For example, advanced composite materials have been used in different structures

regarding the above industries, such as rotor blades, aircraft main body, and wing skins.

Laminated composites usually consists of a couple of ply termed as lamina. Each lamina generally consists of two

substances: (1) the matrix, and (2) the reinforcement material or fiber, which is immersed in the matrix. Generally,

composite materials are made of a base material (matrix) and a reinforcement material (fiber) . Fiber-reinforced

composite (FRC) materials are composed of high-strength fibers that are embedded in a matrix for two main reasons: (1)

to hold the fibers in place and (2) to prevent the fibers from exposure to destructive environmental conditions, such as

humidity. The different types of composite textures pertain to fibrous composites, laminated composites, particulate

composites, symmetric laminates, and unsymmetrical laminates.

Figure 1 shows the contributions of the matrix and fiber to different properties of a ply in composite laminates.
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Figure 1. The contributions of matrix and fibers to different properties of a ply.

Fibrous Composites:

Fibrous composite is a type of composite materials that includes fibers integrated with a matrix, owing its remarkable

stiffness and strength to the fibers. Fibers can be classified based on their length into long and short fibers. While long

fibers are usually produced in straight form or woven form, short fibers, also known as whiskers, possess better

strength and stiffness properties. The geometrical properties of a fiber are usually characterised by a high length-to-

diameter ratio as well as its near crystal-sized diameter. The effectiveness of a fiber is, however, determined by its

strength-to-density and stiffness-to-density ratios. Fibers can effectively improve the fracture resistance of the matrix ,

and the long-dimension reinforcement made by fibers stalls the growth of the cracks initiating normal to the direction of

reinforcement.

Laminated Composites:

Laminated composites consist of several layers of different materials (at least two) bonded together. Since layers are

usually very thin individually, they are combined through lamination to achieve a material with better mechanical

properties. Various orientations of the layers are typically used to form a multiply laminated composite suitable for

engineering applications. Some examples of laminated composites include bimetals, clad metals, laminated glass,

plastic-based laminates, and fibrous composite laminates .

A hybrid class of composites, called laminated fiber-reinforced composites, involves both fibrous composites and

lamination techniques. The fiber direction of each layer of fiber-reinforced composites is typically oriented in a direction

different from the direction of other layers in order to achieve strength and stiffness in different directions. Thus, the

layering of such composites can be tailored based on specific design requirements .

Particulate Composites:

Particulate composites, such as concrete, consist of particles of different materials with different shapes, sizes, or

configurations that are randomly suspended in a matrix. However, unlike fibers, particulate composites are not usually

of long dimensions (with the exception of platelets) but instead are regarded as isotropic materials. Similar to a matrix,

particles can be composed of different types of materials, including metallic and nonmetallic. As such, there are four

possible combinations of fibers and matrices in terms of the type of material used in each one: (1) metallic particles in

nonmetallic matrix, (2) nonmetallic particles in metallic matrix (metal matrix composites), (3) nonmetallic particles in

nonmetallic matrix, and (4) metallic particles in metallic fibers. Particulate composites are meant to reduce the cost of
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integrating composites with fibers . Notwithstanding, they typically do not exhibit the strong load-bearing capability of

fibrous composites and are not typically resistant to fracture.

Symmetric Laminates:

Symmetric laminates are a laminated composite that is symmetric in geometry and material with respect to the

geometrical middle surface. Therefore, the layers that make up a symmetric pair possess the same properties.

Symmetric laminates are more common compared with unsymmetrical laminates .

Unsymmetrical Laminates:

Unsymmetrical laminates are not symmetric with respect to their middle surface. They are used in many applications,

depending on the design requirements .

Often times, various types of composite textures can be mixed to obtain six different kinds of composite materials as

follows:

Symmetric–fibrous composites;

Symmetric–laminated composites;

Symmetric–particulate composites;

Unsymmetrical–fibrous composites;

Unsymmetrical–laminated composites; and

Unsymmetrical–particulate composites.

The load is mainly carried by the fibers that act as reinforcement, while the roles of the matrix are (1) to hold the fibers in

place and (2) to transmit the load to the fibers. Typically, fibers are composed of carbon, glass, aramid, boron, and silicon

carbide, whereas the matrices are usually made from polymers such as epoxies and polyimides . Figure 2 shows the

classification of composite materials based on the type of reinforcement and matrix. Therefore, the properties of a

composite are generally determined by the following factors:

Figure 2. The classification of the composite material.

Fiber properties;

Matrix properties;

Fiber Volume Fraction (FVF), which is defined as the ratio of fiber to matrix; and

Arrangement of fibers in the composite, such as geometry and orientation.

The density, stiffness, and strength of the matrix is lower than those of the fibers. The combination of the matrix and fibers

usually offers very high strength and stiffness while maintaining low density .

For further details about the classification of composite structures, the readers are referred to .
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2. Failure Mechanisms of Composite Structures

Various types of defects can occur in composite structures, which can be classified based on the size and component of

the effected composite structure, as illustrated in Figure 3. Some of the most critical types of damage are those caused

by cyclic loading (fatigue damage) or impact loading. Such damage can significantly reduce the residual strength in a part

of a composite structure, depending on their type and size . Damage can occur in a composite structure in different

forms, ranging from defects in the matrix or fiber to other forms of damage such as a breakage of elements or failure of

attachments that are either bonded or bolted to the body of the structure . The extent of damage determines the

remaining service life of a composite component and is thus considered a factor to identify the damage tolerance of the

component. While some types of damage can have very little effect on the residual strength, they can become more

severe over time when combined with other factors, such as environmental and operational effects .

Figure 3. Types of damage in composite structures.

Impact damage can reduce the compression, shear, and tensile strength of composite materials. As such, the

compressive residual strength of the laminated composite material is dependent on the extent of delamination and fiber

failure produced by transverse impacts. Fiber failure can subsequently affect the tensile residual strength of the material.

However, the effect of impact damage can vary based on the specific design and application of the composite member.

For example, in aircraft systems, impact damage can decline the resistance and integrity of composite components to the

environmental factors, such as moisture. As such, the core of sandwich panels with thin face sheets may be subjected to

moisture after the impact, or the impact can bring about fuel leaks in stiffened wing panels. Therefore, a good

understanding of these effects can guarantee a safe and economic application of composite materials.

Table 2 lists some studies that investigate common failure mechanisms in composite structures.

Table 2. Some common failure mechanisms along with recommended damage detection methods in composite

structures.

Refs Failure Description Method

Matrix
cracking

An NDE method based on propagation of ultrasonic Lamb wave in
polymeric composites that is capable of detecting and classifying
matrix cracking in the material using artificial intelligence was
developed

Method based on guided
wave propagation and
artificial neural networks

Fiber
cracking

A mixed-mode I/II crack detection criterion was developed for
fracture detection of orthotropic materials with arbitrary crack-fiber
angle

Augmented Strain Energy
Release Rate (ASER)

Delamination
An image processing methodology, based on digital radiography,
was developed to characterize the drilling-induced delamination
damage

Image processing

Some more details about failure mechanisms in composite materials can be found in .

3. Environmental Variations Effects

One pertinent factor to be considered when designing a composite component is the environment that the component is

exposed to during service time. This is mainly due to the fact that the performance of composite members is significantly

affected by environmental factors. There are several environmental factors that can have such effects, with temperature

and moisture being the most important for polymer composites. For example, the modulus and strength of the polymer

matrix are highly affected by temperature variations, which can further affect the mechanical properties of the lamina and

laminate. While the modulus and strength of the matrix can be reduced by elevated temperature, extreme cold conditions
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can trigger brittle behaviour in some resin systems . However, the extent of this event highly depends on the

type of resin and, more generally, all other materials used in the design of the composite component. For example, the

effect of temperature on glass or carbon fibers is less than that on some organic fibers, such as aramid. Likewise,

increased moisture content can decrease some mechanical properties of materials, such as the resin’s modulus and

strength. Moreover, matrix swelling is another effect caused by moisture uptake, resulting in increased residual stresses

within the laminate. Except for most spacecrafts, moisture swelling effects are not as severe as those pertaining to

temperature and, therefore, are usually neglected at the design stage.

Table 3 outlines the effect of different environmental, operational, and damage mechanisms on the mechanical properties

of composite structures based on reviewing References . For instance, the composite material stiffness is

highly sensitive to the temperature and moisture variations as well as the presence of fiber cracks. Another factor that is

highly sensitive to moisture, as an environmental effect, is the mass of composite components. As such, the boundary

formation is the item least influenced by the environmental variations, i.e., temperature and humidity. The mechanical load

and electromagnetic radiation have relatively moderate effects on composite material conductivity. However, their impact

on other mechanical properties of the composite structure is negligible.

Table 3. Influence of environmental conditions on local properties of composite structures. (+) strong, (∘) average, and (−)

weak influence. (Dl) Delamination, (T) Temperature, (Dt) Dirt, (M) Moisture, (ER) Electromagnetic Radiation, and (ML)

Mechanical Load.

Condition Influence Notch Matrix Crack Fiber Crack Dl T Dt M ER ML

Material Stiffness ∘ ∘ + ∘ + − + − −

Mass − − − − − + + − −

Damping − ∘ ∘ ∘ ∘ + ∘ − −

Material Conductivity + ∘ + ∘ ∘ − ∘ ∘ ∘

Boundary Formation + − − + − ∘ − − −

Table 4 indicates the review of several studies on the environmental and operational effects on different types of

structures. Some further references on this topic include .

Table 4. Some references studying the environmental and operational effects.

Effect Refs Description

Temperature effects

Vibration tests conducted on five bridges in the UK indicated that bridge responses are
sensitive to the structural temperature

The movement of a point in the experimental model with respect to its expected location in the
analytical model confirmed a significant expansion of the bridge deck due to the elevated
temperature.

A 5% variation in the first mode frequency of the bridge, during the 24 h cycle, was detected

The frequency–temperature and displacement–temperature correlations using long-term
monitoring data were investigated

Dempster–Shafer data fusion technique was employed to investigate the correlation between
modal data and temperature

The regression analysis in conjunction with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was
employed to purify natural frequency from the environmental and operational variations effects

The back-propagation neural network (BPNN)-based approach was employed to clean the
identified natural frequencies from temperature effects

Boundary condition
effects

The effect of crack and beam lengths on the natural frequencies was investigated

The changes in the natural frequencies caused by the freezing bridge supports were
investigated

Mass loading
effects

It was noted that heavy traffic on a 46 m long, simply supported plate girder bridge decreased
the natural frequencies of the bridge by 5.4%

The effect of the traffic mass on the damping ratios becomes evident when the vibration of the
deck due to the traffic exceeds a certain level
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Effect Refs Description

Wind-induced
variation effect

The alleviated wind velocity can reduce the natural frequency and decrease the modal damping
of a suspension bridge

A quadratic function can be established to map the vertical amplitude of the bridge response to
the wind speed. It was also noted that the damping ratio is dependent on the vibration
amplitude
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